
SECTION-A

Note: Objective type questions. All questions are 
compulsory  (10x1=10)

Q.2 Track type tractor is also called as __________ 
tractor.

Q.7 A tractor tyre has specification as: 14 - 42. How 

Q.1 A small, manually steered tractor used in hilly 
areas is called _____________.

Q.3 In order to absorb shocks, ____________ are 
provided under operator's seat.

Q.4 Gear box is used to provide variation in 
_________________.

Q.6 Write full form of TCU.

Q.5 Internally expanding or externally __________ 
brake system is used in tractors.
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Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 
questions.   3x10=30

Q.33 Enumerate ten applications of tractor.

Q.35 Draw the layout of tractor hydraulic system and 
explain its working.

Q.34 Explain the construction and working of double 
clutch system.

SECTION-D 

Q.36 Explain the construction and working of fire 
station vehicle.
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Q.19 Name the two hydraulic control levers.

Q.23 Enlist five basic trends in tractor design.

SECTION-C 

Q.24 Describe the various forces acting on a tractor 
on move.

Q.25 Draw the layout of final drive of a tractor.

Q.32 Give maintenance schedule of tractor up to 
1000 hours.

Q.21  Define derricking.

Q.28 Give the effects of under-inflation on tyre and its 
working.

Q.20 Define earth moving machinery.

Q.26 Explain the working of single plate clutch.

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 
questions.                  8x5=40

Q.22 Write the uses of belt pulley drive.

Q.29 Define the tread design terms along with sketch.

Q.31 Write any five applications of crane.

Q.30 Explain position control system.

Q.27 Draw the layout of independent drive PTO shaft 
and explain its working.
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Q.12 Define rolling resistance.

Q.11 Define tractor.

Q.13 Write the effect of wheel base on tractor 
stability?

Q.17 Define wheel track.

Q.18 Give the purpose of depth wheel.

Q.16 Classify drawbar.

Q.14 Give the purpose of differential in tractor.

Q.15 Write the function of clutch.

Note: Very short answer type questions. Attempt any 
ten.     10x2=20

much is the wheel diameter?

Q.9 Mounted implements are attached with the help 
of _____________ linkage.

Q.10 Upward motion to lift the load with the help of 
wire in crane is called _____________.

Q.8 Name the hydraulic pump that is most widely 
used in tractors.
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